STARHOTELS PRESIDENT
A maritime calling

The Starhotels President stands out for its geometrical design and its materials - glass,
metal and cement –, situated in the heart of Genova, in the Corte Lambruschini, a few
yards from the railway station of Brignole.
On the outside, the building maintains its original simplicity; in its sinuous interiors, sharp
angles and rounded edges co-exist in perfect harmony.
The imposing lobby with its grand staircase announces the hotel’s maritime calling, in
tribute to Genova. in various parts of the lobby there are areas where guests can relax and
comfortable lounges whose carpeted floors are set in the marble floor.
Softened by the colours of the sea and the earth, refined finishing touches and furnishings
with severe contours and steel elements vie for position in an elegant and yet functional
environment.
Warm leather materials, blue and beige armchairs and tufted banquettes blend with tables
and consoles in glass and steel.
Large wicker sofas are there for those who wish to read in comfort. Mohagany furniture
recalls boat cabinets. On the walls, panels of white, blue and brown materials alternate
with creamy white lacquered boiseries with images from sea-life.
The materials are precious cottons in shades of blue and beige. Everything, including the
porthole windows, has marine overtones, in perfect accord with the city’s calling.
In the middle of the lobby, like a hub at the centre of the various different areas, there is a
bar with a marble counter in the shape of an octagon and round bar-stools in mohagany,
steel and blue and white leather.
Everywhere there are lamps and lights with linear designs, some of which pay tribute to
the symbol of the city, the lantern.
There is an internet point, framed by warm panels of material and leather seats.

Modernity and classic elegance combine beautifully in the 191 rooms decorated in tones of
beige, yellow and green. The sober, essential form of the designer beds in beige leather
strikes the eye. The suites offer more space, each consisting of a sitting room and two
bedrooms. All rooms are equipped with every convenience from wireless high speed
internet to Starbeauty and Pillowmania, the distinctive Starhotels à la carte pillow service
guaranteeing quality sleep.

“Multifunctioning” is the key word for the six conference rooms, each of which is named
after a famous navigator, in honour of Genova’s maritime tradition. The conference rooms,
five of which have direct daylight, have different capacities and their sizes can be tailored
to specific needs by modular partitiions. They can be used for meetings, conferences,
shows and projections, hosting up to a maximum of 450 people.
The hotel also has a garage with direct access to the hotel with space for 35 cars.
The minimalist design of the fitness room is as perfect in its equipment is complete. The
honey coloured wood flooring gives it warmth, creating an evironment of alluring semplicity.

Typical local specialities and international cuisine are prepared with the same care in the
La Corte Restaurant, open also to the general public. The restaurant seats up to 150
people.
Marble flooring and fitted carpets, inviting L-shaped settees, comfortable rattan and leather
chairs and the subtle matching of colours create a relaxed and relaxing atmosphere.
Modernity and elegance, colour and minimalist design, tradition and a spirit of innovation:
unique combinations, inspired by a unique vision, which make an unforgettable mark. A
hotel that gives you the sensation of sailing aboard a yacht, heeding the call of the sea,
honouring the values and the style of the Starhotels trademark.
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